scRCMF: Identification of cell subpopulations and transition states from single cell transcriptomes.
Single cell technologies provide an unprecedented opportunity to explore the heterogeneity in a biological process at the level of single cells. One major challenge in analyzing single cell data is to identify cell subpopulations, stable cell states, and cells in transition between states. To elucidate the transition mechanisms in cell fate dynamics, it is highly desirable to quantitatively characterize cellular states and intermediate states. Here, we present scRCMF, an unsupervised method that identifies stable cell states and transition cells by adopting a nonlinear optimization model that infers the latent substructures from a gene-cell matrix. We incorporate a random coefficient matrix-based regularization into the standard nonnegative matrix decomposition model to improve the reliability and stability of estimating latent substructures. To quantify the transition capability of each cell, we propose two new measures: single-cell transition entropy (scEntropy) and transition probability (scTP). When applied to two simulated and three published scRNA-seq datasets, scRCMF not only successfully captures multiple subpopulations and transition processes in large-scale data, but also identifies transition states and some known marker genes associated with cell state transitions and subpopulations. Furthermore, the quantity scEntropy is found to be significantly higher for transition cells than other cellular states during the global differentiation, and the scTP predicts the "fate decisions" of transition cells within the transition. The present study provides new insights into transition events during differentiation and development.